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Chapter 1

Basics Of Computer System



Computer
 Basically computer is an electronic devices.

 Which can process the data and provides useful 
information.

 It is made of by connecting many electronic devices.

 It can be made to work like a human.

 It can store information and it can also exchange and 
transmit data and information.

 Computer is an electronic device which takes the 
data from user and process the data by performing 
some operations on it, and provides the desired 
information to the user

 A computer is an electronic data processing device,
which

 accepts and stores data input,

 processes the data input, and

 generates the output in a required format.

Data(Numbers)

Data processing:

Data Input From input 

devices(Keyboard, 

mouse)

Store and Process data 

according to 

instructions(Arithmetic, 

Logical)

Output data or 

Results(Monitor, 

Printer)



Example:

• Astudent asks a teacher “what happens when 8 is multiplie

d by 5”.

• He receives the answer 40 from teacher.

• In the case of computer, this process can be described as

follows:

• The teacher’s brain receives the question through his e

ars (analogous to a computer’s input device),

• Processes the question with the help of his brain’s infor

mation

processing and analytical ability (analogous to compu

ter’s Central Processing Unit) and

• Give the answer through the mouth (analogous to a c

omputer’s output device)

• The teacher can write down the answer on a sheet of

paper or blackboard

• Computer can also print the answer on a paper throug

h a printer attached to it.

From the outside, a computer looks like:



Uses of Computer

 Nowadays computer become crucial part of our life, They used in

commercial application like banking, railways, airways, Super Markets,

Offices etc.

 EDUCATION

 BUSINESS AND PERSONAL

 Forecasting weather condition.

 HEALTHCARE

 Searching for the information in the internet.

 Used in scientific research, space technology

 Used for gaming



characteristics of a 

computer

Speed

Storage

Accuracy

Reliability

Diligence

Multitasking



Computer Classification

 Computers can be classified many different ways -- by size, by Purpose, or

by Hardware Design or type.



Computer Generations 

 1946-1959 Vacuum tube based.

 1959-1965 Transistor based.

 1965-1971 Integrated Circuit 

based.

 1971-1980 VLSI(Very large-scale 

integration ) microprocessor 

based.

 1980-onwards ULSI(Ultra large-

scale integration) microprocessor 

based.



Block Diagram Of Computer



Graphical diagram



Input Unit
 It is a communication media between human

and computer.

 It accepts the data and instructions from user.

 An input device converts input data and
instruction into suitable binary form which can
be accepted by the computer.

 Transfer the converted data to the computer
system for further processing.

 Examples:

 Keyboard

 Mouse

 Light Pen

 Scanners

 Microphone

 Optical Character Reader(OCR)

 Bar Code Readers



Input Unit Conti..
 Keyboard

 The layout of the keyboard is like that of traditional typewriter.

1. Typing Keys: These keys include the letter keys (A-Z) and digit keys 
(0-9).

2. Numeric Keypad: It is used to enter numeric data or cursor movement. Generally, 

it consists of a set of 17 keys.

3. Function Keys: The 12 function keys are present on the keyboard which are 

arranged in a row at the top of the keyboard. Each function key has unique 

meaning and is used for some specific purpose. 

4. Control keys: It includes four directional arrow keys. Control keys also include 

Home, End, Insert, Delete, Page Up, Page Down, Control(Ctrl), Alternate(Alt), 

Escape(Esc).

5. Special Purpose Keys: Keyboard also contains some special 
purpose keys such as Enter, Shift, Caps Lock, Numb Lock, Space 
bar, Tab, and Print Screen

 Mouse

 Generally it has two buttons called left and right button and a scroll  is present 

between the buttons.

 It can perform functions like selecting menu commands, moving icons, resizing 

windows, starting programs, and choosing options but it cannot be used to 

enter text into the computer.

 Light Pen 

 Light pen is a pointing device which is 

similar to a pen. It is used to select a 

displayed menu item or draw pictures on 

the monitor screen. 

 Scanner 

 Scanner is an input device which works 

more like a photocopy machine.

 That  scans documents such as 

photographs and pages of text. When a 

document is scanned, it is converted into 

a digital format. 

 This creates an electronic version of the 

document that can be viewed and edited 

on a computer.

 Optical Character Reader(OCR) 

 OCR enables you to convert different 

types of documents, such as scanned 

paper documents, PDF files or images 

captured by a digital camera into 

editable text.



Central Processing Unit(CPU)
 CPU is considered as the brain of the computer system.

 CPU reads and executes program instructions, performs calculations, and makes decisions.

 All major calculations and comparisons are made inside the CPU.

 The CPU is mainly responsible for storing and retrieving information from all parts of computer system.

 It consists of-

 Arithmetic and logical unit(ALU)

 Control Unit(CU)

 Primary memory

 The control unit and ALU of the computer are together known as the Central Processing Unit (CPU).

 Below you can see meaning of each word of a Control Processing Unit.

Central => it controls all activities of a system.

Processing => it does arithmetic and logical operation.

Unit=> it is a chip, which consists of logical gates, electric circuit



Control Unit
 This unit controls the operations of all parts of computer but does not carry out any actual data processing

operations.

 It obtains instruction or data from main memory, interprets instructions and decides to sequencing of
instructions.

 Operations which are done by CU:

 the input device know that it is the time for it to feed data into the storage unit(or memory)

 the ALU know what should be done with the data once those are received

 the final results are sent to output device (monitor/screen or printer etc.)

 It communicates with both the arithmetic logic unit and main memory.

 The CU instructs the arithmetic logic unit which arithmetic operations (such as
addition, subtraction etc.) or logical operation (comparison between two
number) is to be performed through control logic unit.

 It is also determine requirement of storage.

 The control unit coordinates all peripheral and auxiliary storage devices linked to the computer.

 The Instruction Register contains a current instruction once it has been fetched from the primary memory.

 The control unit uses the instruction contained in the instruction Register to decide which circuits need to
be activated.

 Program counter contains the address of the next instruction to be fetched for execution.



Arithmetic-Logic Unit (ALU)

 The major operations performed by the ALU are addition, subtraction,

multiplication, division.

 Relational operator (=,<,> ), i.e., equal to, less-than and greater-

than are used to describe the comparison operations by the ALU.

 ALU performs arithmetic operations on integer(whole number)and real(with

decimal) operands. It performs simple logical tests for integers operands only.

 Process:

 Data send from primary storage to ALU.

 ALU executes the operations between two data.

 After that, the final results send to the storage unit.

 The storage unit are released to an output device (monitor/screen or printer).



CPU Operations



Memory Unit
 The memory unit is the electronic device that holds data and instructions for processing.

 The data and instructions which are entered into the computer system through input

devices have to be stored inside the computer before actual processing starts.

 Similarly, after processing, the results produced by the computer must be kept

somewhere inside the computer system before being passed onto the output devices.

 Computer memory can be divides on basis of access speed, cost and size.

 Memory is primarily of three types

1. Cache Memory

2. Primary Memory/Main Memory

3. Secondary Memory



Memory Units
 The computers can understand only electronic signals like ON and OFF.

 The same can be represented mathematically as 1 or 0. So all the data are
represented as 0 or 1. Numbers ,alphabets are converted into binary forms.

 Each character or number is represented by an 8 bit code.

 The set of 8 bits code is called a byte.

 A character occupies 1 byte space.

 A number occupies 2 byte space

 A group of 8 bit is known as byte. (1 byte=1 character)

 1 byte =  8 bit

 1024 bytes =  1 kilobyte (1 KB)

 1024 kilobyte =  1 Megabyte (1 MB)

 1024 Megabyte = 1 Gigabyte (1 GB)

 1024 Gigabyte = 1 Terabyte (1 TB)



Cache Memory

 It acts as a buffer between the CPU and
main memory.

 It is used to hold those parts of data and
program which are most frequently used
by CPU.

 Advantages:

 Cache memory is faster than main
memory.

 It consumes less access time as
compared to main memory.

 It stores the program that can be
executed within a short period of time

 It stores data for temporary use.

 Disadvantages:

 Cache memory has limited capacity.

 It is very expensive.



Primary Memory (Main Memory)
 Primary memory can be accessed directly by CPU.

 Primary memory holds only those data and instructions on which computer is
currently working.

 when we load software from floppy disk, pen drive, hard disk or CDROM, it is
stored in the main memory.

 Characteristics of Main Memory:

 It has limited capacity.

 It is working memory of the computer.

 Faster than secondary memories.

 A computer cannot run without primary memory

 Classification of Primary Memory

1. Read-Only Memory (ROM)

2. Random Access Memory (RAM)



Random Access Memory(RAM)
 It is one of the parts of the Main memory.

 RAM can help in both read and write which stores data until the machine

is working(temporarily).

 RAM is a volatile memory, which means, If your computer freezes or reboot
when working on a program, you loose anything that hasn’t been saved.

 The speed of computer depends on RAM, say if the computer has less

RAM, it will take more time to load and the computer slows down.

 RAM is of two types

 Static RAM (SRAM)

 Dynamic RAM (DRAM)



Read Only Memory(ROM)

 ROM stands for Read Only Memory. The memory from

which we can only read but cannot write on it.

 The information is stored permanently.

 This type of memory is non-volatile.

 The memory does not depend on an electric current to

save data. Turning off the computer does not have any

effect on ROM.

 A ROM, stores such instructions that are required to start a

computer(know as a bootstrap

program that initializes OS).

 ROM chips are not only used in the computer but also in

other electronic items like washing machine and

microwave oven.



SECONDARY (AUXILIARY) MEMORY

 This type of memory is also known as external memory or non-volatile(Data is
permanently stored even if power is switched off).

 These are used for storing data/Information permanently.

 CPU directly does not access these memories instead they are accessed via
input-output routines. Contents of secondary memories are first transferred to
main memory, and then CPU can access it.

 Auxiliary Storage
devices are also useful in transferring data and programs from one computer to
another computer.

 For example: Hard Disk, Floppy Disk, CDROMs,
DVD, magnetic tapes, magnetic disks etc..

 It is known as backup memory.

 Computer may run without secondary memory.

 Slower and cheaper than primary memories.

 Large capacity(GB) in comparison with primary memory.



OUTPUT UNIT
 It is a communication media between human and computer.

 After finishing the processing by the CPU, the output unit sends results

to the user using output devices.

 Output devices take the machine coded output from the CPU and

convert them into a form which human can understand.

 Classified

 Hard copy devices

 Printers, plotters

 Soft copy devices

 The electric version of output generated using computer.

 Not Permanent

 Not touched

 Examples:

 Monitors

 Graphic Plotter

 Printer



Hardware

 A computer system consists of two major components, hardware and software.

 The physical parts that make up a computer which are interconnected 
electronic devices and which you can see and touch.

 These hardware components are further divided into the following categories, 
which are:

1. Input Devices

2. Output Devices

3. Storage Devices

 CD (Compact disc)

 DVD(Digital Video/Versatile Disc)

 Hard Disk

4. Internal Components

 CPU (Central Processing Unit):

 Motherboard

 RAM (Random Access Memory)



Software

 In order to perform any task, you have to give a set of instructions in a particular

sequence to the computer. These sets of instructions are called Programs.

 Software refers to a set of programs that makes the hardware perform a particular

set of tasks in particular order.

 These instructions come from a software developer in the form that will be

accepted by the platform(OS+CPU).

 For example, a program that is designed for the windows operating system will only

work for that specific operating system.

 Software can be divided into 2 major types:

1. System Software

 System software is designed to run computer’s hardware and application 
programs.

 System software is the interface between the hardware and software.

2. Application Software

Application software is nothing but that can be designed to use by end users.



Two Types of Software

 System Software

 DOS, Windows 95, 98, ME, NT, XP, Vista, Windows 7

 Unix, Linux, 

 MAC system OS 6,7,8,9,10

 Android

 Application Software

 Application Suite

 Enterprise software

 Education Software

 Communication Software

 Database software



Monitors
 Monitors is an output device which used to display the information like text,

images, videos, audios, etc.

 It is known as a Visual Display Unit (VDU).

 The monitor provides output from a computer on a screen so that users can

interact with or view data digitally.

 A monitor typically consists of many parts such as the display device, and

power supply, screen adjustment buttons.

 It forms images from tiny dots, called pixels that are arranged in a

rectangular form. The sharpness of the image depends upon the number of

pixels.

 In the Morden monitors there is display devices which is typically Liquid

crystal display(LCD), Cathode-Ray Tube (CRT) used in older monitors.

 By using Digital Visual Interface(DVI) monitors are connected to the

computers.



Printers

 A printer is an external hardware output device that takes the electronic data stored 
on a computer or other device and generates a hard copy of it.

 A printer prints characters, images and symbols on paper.

 There are two types of printers:

 Impact Printers 

 Impact printers make a picture by utilizing some tool to press an inked ribbon on the cover, presenting 
the ink be kept on the page in the shape accordingly character (letter, digit, dot, line). 

 Impact printers generally utilize hammers, pins, or wheels to hit against an inked ribbon to print on 
paper.

 These printers produce so much noise.

 Dot matrix, daisy-wheel and ball printers are some commonly used types of impact printers.

 Non-Impact Printers

 Non-impact printers create figures and pictures without any connection between the printing device 
and the paper.

 Non-impact printers use a spray of ink, laser, or heat and pressure to execute their printing operation.

 Laser printers, Inkjet printers and Thermal printers are some examples of Non-Impact printers.



Dot-Matrix
 Pin printers

 The dot-matrix printer uses print heads containing from 9 to 24 pins.

 These pins produce patterns of dots on paper to form the individual characters.

 The 24 pin dot-matrix printer produces more dots that a 9 pin dot-matrix printer, which results in much better 
quality and clearer characters. 

 The general rule is: the more pins, the clearer the letters on the paper. The pins strike the ribbon individually 
as the print mechanism moves across the entire print line in both directions, i-e, from left to right, then right 
to left, and so on.

 The user can produce a color output with a dot-matrix printer (the user will change the black ribbon with a 
ribbon that has color stripes). 

 Dot-matrix printers are inexpensive and typically print at speeds of 100-600 characters per second.

 Advantages

 Inexpensive 

 Widely Used 

 Other language characters can be printed 

 Disadvantages

 Slow Speed

 Poor Quality





Laser
 It is type of non-impact printer.

 The photoreceptor drum so the drum gains a positive charge spread uniformly across its surface.

 At the same time, the circuit activates the laser to make it draw the image of the page onto the 
drum.

 The laser beam doesn't actually move: it bounces off a moving mirror that scans it over the drum. 

 Where the laser beam hits the drum, it erases the positive charge that was there and creates an 
area of negative charge instead. Gradually, an image of the entire page builds up on the drum.

 where the page should be white, there are areas with a positive charge; where the page should 
be black, there are areas of negative charge.

 An ink roller touching the photoreceptor drum coats it with tiny particles of powdered ink (toner). 
An inked image of the page builds up on the drum.

 A sheet of paper from a hopper on the other side of the printer feeds up toward the drum.

 Laser printers use buffers that store an entire page at a time. When a whole page is loaded, it will 
be printed. 

 The speed of laser printers is high and they print quietly without producing much noise.

 The fastest laser printer can printed up to 200 pages per minute in monochrome (black and white) 
and up to 100 pages per minute in color. 

https://www.explainthatstuff.com/howmirrorswork.html


Conti..

 Advantages 

 Very high speed 

 Very high quality output 

 Support many fonts and different character size

 Ink is in the form of toner (powder), it does not dries up even if you don’t use it for a 

long time.

 Disadvantages 

 Expensive. 

 Cannot be used to produce multiple copies of a document in a single printing



Inkjet
 It is type of non-impact printer.

 It is cheap in price.

 They have nozzle from which ink is sprayed onto paper and it gets printed.

 An inkjet printer consists of a print head, ink cartridges, paper feed 

assembly, belt and stabilizer bar.

 Ink in the cartridges is in liquid form, which dries if not used for a long time.

 Inkjet printers are capable of creating high-quality images and high-

resolution photos with vivid colors. 

 Ink should be refilled in a short span of time, which makes it quite expensive.

 not particularly fast. Typically, an ink-jet printer is more expensive than a 

dot-matrix printer, but costs only half as much as a laser printer.





Impact vs. Non impact

Parameters Impact Printer Non-Impact Printer

Definition Impact printers create 
pictures and figures by hitting 
a device such as a wheel or 
a print hammer against an 
inked ribbon.

Non-impact printers create 
figures and pictures without 
any connection between the 
printing device and the 
paper.

Printing Process or 
Mechanism

Impact printers generally 
utilize hammers, pins, or 
wheels to hit against an 
inked ribbon to print on 
paper.

Non-impact printers use a 
spray of ink, laser, or heat 
and pressure to execute their 
printing operation.

Speed Of Printers Impact printers are low in 
terms of speed.

Non-impact printers are 
comparatively fast in speed. 
They can print several pages 
in one minute.

Noise Of Printers They produce high-level 
noise as they have many 
moving parts.

They have a low level of 
noise.

Print Quality The print quality of impact 
printers is lower.

The print quality of non-
impact printers is higher.



Conti..

Value They are pretty 
affordable.

They are quite 
expensive as 
compared to impact 

printers.

Paper Sheet Used They prefer 
continuous paper 
sheets.

They prefer individual 
paper sheets.

Graphic Images Except Dot matrix 
printers, no other 
impact printers can 
print graphics 
images.

Printing graphical 
illustrations are 
possible in non-
impact printers.

Character Style Except for the dot 
matrix, the character 
or figure style cannot 
be changed in the 
other impact printers.

It can print various 
types of figures from 
carrying the 
individual printer.



Plotters
 A plotter is a special kind of output device that, like a printer, produces images on 

paper. 

 Usually a plotter is capable of producing prints on very large size paper sheets but 

have a speed slower than printers.

 Graph plotters are used for drawing building plans, graphs and three-dimensional 

drawings. They are often used by architects and engineers designing machines, 

bridges, etc.

 A plotter can be connected to the port normally used by a printer. 

 An array of different colored pens in a clip rack and a robotic arm is part of plotter. The 

instructions that a plotter receives from a computer consist of a color, and beginning 

and ending coordinates for a line. With that information, the plotter picks up the 

appropriate pen through its arm, positions it at the beginning coordinates drops the 

pen down to the surface of the paper and draws to the ending coordinates. Plotters 

draw curves by creating a sequence of very short straight lines.

 Plotters usually come in two designs: 

1. Flat Bed: Plotters of small size to be kept on table with restriction of paper size.

2. Drum: These plotters are of big size using rolls of paper of unlimited length.





Chapter 2
Software

--Rupali Attarde
(M.Tech C.S.E)



Introduction

Software is a set of programs, which is designed to

perform a well-defined function.

A program is a sequence of instructions written to

solve a particular problem.

There are two types of software −

System Software

Application Software





System Software
 The system software is a collection of programs designed

to

 operate,

 control

 extend the processing capabilities of the computer

itself.

 System software is generally prepared by the computer

manufacturers.

 System software serves as the interface between the

hardware and the end users.

 Some examples of system software are Operating

System, Compilers, Interpreter, Assemblers, etc.



System Software



4 pic 1 word



Application Software

 Application program or application software is a

computer program designed to help people perform an

activity.

 Application software products are designed to satisfy a

particular need of a particular environment.

 You may be familiar with application software through

examples like the

 Microsoft Office suite,

 Internet browsers like Safari or Google Chrome,

 mobile software like Spotify, Zoom, and Slack.



Application Software



Operating system
An operating system is a program that acts as

an interface between the software and the

computer hardware.

It is an integrated set of specialized programs

used to manage overall resources and

operations of the computer.

It is a specialized software that controls and

monitors the execution of all other programs

that reside in the computer, including

application programs and other system

software.



Diagram





Operating system

 There are primarily three choices: Windows, Linux, Apple OS X.

 Linux is free, however people generally do not use it for home

purpose.

 Apple OS X works only on Apple desktops.

Windows 7 is very popular among desktop users.

Most of the computers come pre-equipped with Windows 7

Starter edition.

Windows 8 is recently introduced and is available in the

market.

Windows 7 and Windows 8 come in multiple versions from

starter, home basic, home premium, professional, ultimate,

and enterprise editions.

 As the edition version increases, their features list and price

increases.



The objectives of the operating system

 To hide the details of the hardware resources from the

users.

 To provide users a convenient interface to use the

computer system.

 To act as an intermediary between the hardware and

its users, making it easier for the users to access and use

other resources.

 To manage the resources of a computer system.

 To provide efficient and fair sharing of resources among

users and programs.





The operating system performs the following 
functions in a device.

 Instruction

 Input/output Management

Memory Management

 File Management

 Processor Management

 Job Priority

 Special Control Program

 Scheduling of resources and jobs

 Security

Monitoring activities

 Job accounting



 Instruction: The operating system establishes a mutual

understanding between the various instructions given by

the user.

 Input/output Management: What output will come from

the input given by the user, the operating system runs this

program. This management involves coordinating various

input and output devices. It assigns the functions of those

devices where one or more applications are executed.

 Memory Management: The operating system handles the

responsibility of storing any data, system programs, and

user programs in memory. This function of the operating

system is called memory management.

 File Management: The operating system is helpful in

making changes in the stored files and in replacing them.

 It also plays an important role in transferring various files to

a device.



 Job Priority: The work of job priority is creation and promotion. It

determines what action should be done first in a computer system.

 Special Control Program: The operating systems make automatic

changes to the task through specific control programs. These programs

are called Special Control Program.

 Scheduling of resources and jobs: The operating system prepares the list

of tasks to be performed for the device of the computer system. The

operating system decides which device to use for which task. This action

becomes complicated when multiple tasks are to be performed

simultaneously in a computer system. The scheduling programs of the

operating system determine the order in which tasks are completed. It

performs these tasks based on the priority of performing the tasks given

by the user. It makes the tasks available based on the priority of the

device.

 Security: Computer security is a very important aspect of any operating

system. The reliability of an operating system is determined by how much

better security it provides us. Modern operating systems use a firewall for

security. A firewall is a security system that monitors every activity

happening in the computer and blocks that activity in case of any

threat.



Monitoring activities: The operating system takes care

of the activities of the computer system during various

processes. This aborts the program if there are errors.

The operating system sends instant messages to the

user for any unexpected error in the input/output

device. It also provides security to the system when

the operating system is used in systems operated by

multiple users. So that illegal users cannot get data

from the system.

 Job accounting: It keeps track of time & resources

used by various jobs and users.



4 pic 1 word



Control Panel

 The Control Panel is a component of Microsoft

Windows that provides the ability to view and change

system settings.

 It consists of a set of applets that include adding or

removing hardware and software, controlling user

accounts, changing accessibility options, and

accessing networking settings.





 The Control Panel in Microsoft Windows enables a

user to change various computer hardware and

software features.

 Settings for the mouse, display, sound, network, and

keyboard represent a few examples of what may

be modified in the Control Panel.





Sections of the Windows Control Panel

There are eight main areas on the Control Panel, containing different 

tools  

designed to optimize your computer.

 System and Security - A section to check your computer's status, backup 

and restore, and others.

 Network and Internet - View network status.

 Hardware and Sound - View which devices are on your computer and 

add devices.

 Programs - Uninstall programs.

 User Accounts - Change user accessibility.

 Appearance and Personalization - Change desktop options, like fonts 

and screen readers.

 Clock and Region - Change date and time.

 Ease of access - Optimize your display settings.



My Computer

 My Computer is a Microsoft Windows feature first found in Windows 95 and

included with all later versions that allows you to explore and manage the

contents of your computer drives.

 The image shows examples of the My Computer icon in Microsoft

Windows XP, Vista and Windows 7, and the "This PC" icon in Windows 8

and in Windows 10.

 Although the name has changed, "This PC" still has the same functionality

as "My Computer."





My network places

 What is My Network Places? My Network Places is a desktop

folder in Microsoft Windows Explorer that displays the networking

connectivity of your machine.

 You can use My Network Places to connect to shared folders on

other computers on the network.

 My Network Places was formerly known as Network

Neighbourhood.









Chapter 3
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Introduction

Writer: makes word processing simple

 Impress: produces top-notch slideshow presentations

Calc: creates spreadsheets and graphs with ease

 Base: makes database management a snap

 Draw: gives you the tools to communicate with 

graphics and diagrams

Math: Allows you to easily format complex math 

equations



Icon Title Description

Writer A word processor analogous to Microsoft Word or WordPerfect.

Calc A spreadsheet analogous to Microsoft Excel or Lotus 1-2-3.

Impres
s

A presentation program analogous to Microsoft 

PowerPoint or Apple Keynote. Impress could export 

presentations to Adobe Flash (SWF) files, allowing them to be 

played on any computer with a Flash player installed. 

Presentation templates were available on the OpenOffice.org 

website

Draw
A vector graphics editor comparable in features to the drawing 

functions in Microsoft Office.

Math

A tool for creating and editing mathematical formulas, 

analogous to Microsoft Equation Editor. Formulas could be 

embedded inside other OpenOffice.org documents, such as 

those created by Writer.

Base

A database management program analogous to Microsoft 

Access. Base could function as a front-end to a number of 

different database systems, including Access databases 

(JET), ODBC data sources, MySQL and PostgreSQL. Base 

became part of the suite starting with version 2.0. HSQL was the 

included database engine..



 OpenOffice.org - word processor, spreadsheet application, presentation

tool and more

 OpenOffice.org is an open, feature-rich multi-platform office

productivity suite. The user interface and the functionality is very similar

to other products in the market like Microsoft Office or Lotus SmartSuite,

but compared to these commercial products OpenOffice.org is

absolutely free.

 OpenOffice.org Writer is a full-featured word processor. The powerful

Navigator and Stylist tools make changing the formatting throughout a

document a simple task



Word Processor(MS Office)

OpenOffice(Writter)



OpenOffice Writer



OpenOffice.org Calc

 OpenOffice.org Calc provides full spreadsheet functionality incl. a huge

number of statistical and scientific functions, pivot tables and charts.



Calc





ScreenShot





OpenOffice Impress

 A presentation program analogous to Microsoft PowerPoint or Apple

Keynote. Impress could export presentations to Adobe Flash (SWF) files,

allowing them to be played on any computer with a Flash player

installed. Presentation templates were available on the OpenOffice.org

website.



OpenOffice Impress





OpenOffice Draw

 A vector graphics editor comparable in features to the drawing 

functions in Microsoft Office.







OpenOffice Base

 Base is a fully featured desktop database management system, designed to

meet the needs of a broad array of users, from tracking a personal CD

collections, to producing a corporate monthly departmental sales reports.

 Base offers wizards to help users new to database design (or Base) to create

Tables, Queries, Forms and Reports, along with a set of predefined table

definitions for tracking Assets, Customers, Sales Orders, Invoices and much

more.

 When a personal use database is all you need, Base offers the full HSQL

relational database engine, configured for single user, with the data stored

right in the Base file, as well as native support for dBase flat files.

 multi-user database engines: MySQL, Adabas D, MS Access and PostgreSQL







OpenOffice Math

 Math is Apache OpenOffice’s component for mathematical equations.

 It is most commonly used as an equation editor for text documents, but it

can also be used with other types of documents or stand-alone.

 When used inside Writer, the equation is treated as an object inside the

text document.

 Similarly, one can also insert these into other Apache OpenOffice

programs like Calc and Impress.









Thank You
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Cable Network











Diagram





Data transmission Media

 Transmission media refer to the media through which data can be carried 

from a source to a destination. Data is transmitted from one device to 

another through electromagnetic signals. ... The different categories of 

transmission media include guided (or wired) and unguided (or wireless) 

media 



Diagram







1. Twisted Pair Cable

 Twisted pair cables have been around for a long time.

 They were mainly invented for voice transmissions.

 Twisted pair is a widely used medium in networking because it's lighter,

cheaper, more flexible, easy to install, and provides greater speeds than

coaxial cables.

 There are two types of twisted pair cables:

unshielded twisted pair (UTP) and

shielded twisted pair (STP).



Dia. of  Twisted pair cable



2. Coaxial Cables
 The coaxial cables have a central copper conductor, surrounded by an

insulating layer, a conducting shield, and the outermost plastic sheath.

 Thus, there are three insulation layers for the inner copper cable.

 There are two basic modes of data transmission in coaxial cables: baseband

mode that has dedicated bandwidth, and broadband mode that has distributed

cable bandwidth.

 Cable TV and analog televisions mainly use coaxial cables.

 Coaxial cables have better resistance to cross talk than twisted pair cables.

The coaxial cables are used for long distance communication.

 The most widely used types of coaxial cables are RG-59 and RG-6 (RG

stands for 'radio guide'). RG-59 has lesser shielding and is suitable for short

cable lengths and cable TV connections.



Dia. Of Coaxial cable



3. Optical Fibers
 Optical fibers use light waves for transmission. Crosstalk, EMI, and

attenuation aren't issues with optical fibers.

 These cables are well-suited for voice, data, and video transmissions.

 Optical fibers are the most secure of all the cable media.

 Installation and maintenance are difficult and costly.

 Fiber optic cables have greater transmission speed, high bandwidth, and the

signal can travel longer distances when compared to coaxial and twisted

pair cables.

 Though the cost of optical fiber cable is less compared to co-axial and

twisted pair cables, the additional optical components needed for

installation make fiber optic the costliest of all the cables.



Dia. Of Optical  Fiber



Wireless transmission media

Wireless transmission is a form of unguided media.

Wireless communication involves no physical link established

between two or more devices, communicating wirelessly.

Wireless signals are spread over in the air and are received and

interpreted by appropriate antennas.





Radio Transmission







 Infrared Transmission

 Infrared wave lies in between visible light spectrum and

microwaves. It has wavelength of 700-nm to 1-mm and frequency

ranges from 300-GHz to 430-THz.

 Infrared wave is used for very short range communication purposes

such as television and it’s remote. Infrared travels in a straight line

hence it is directional by nature. Because of high frequency range,

Infrared cannot cross wall-like obstacles.









Baud Rate
 Baud rate, then, is the measure of the number of changes to the signal (per

second) that propagate through a transmission medium. The baud rate may

be higher or lower than the bit rate, which is the number of bits per second

that the user can push through the transmission system.

 Bit rate – the number of binary ‘bits’, 1s or 0s to be transmitted per second

 Baud rate – the number of line ‘symbols’ transmitted per second

 Channels – the number of transmission channels





Bandwidth
 The maximum amount of data transmitted over an

internet connection in a given amount of time.

 Bandwidth is often mistaken for internet speed when it's

actually the volume of information that can be sent over

a connection in a measured amount of time –

calculated in megabits per second (Mbps).



Bandwidth



Protocols
 In networking, a protocol is a set of rules for formatting and

processing data.

 Network protocols are like a common language for computers. The

computers within a network may use vastly different software and

hardware; however, the use of protocols enables them to

communicate with each other regardless.



Types Of Protocols
 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)

 Internet Protocol (IP)

 User Datagram Protocol (UDP)

 Post office Protocol (POP)

 Simple mail transport Protocol (SMTP)

 File Transfer Protocol (FTP)

 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP)

 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS)



 Transmission Control Protocol (TCP): TCP is a popular communication protocol which is used for
communicating over a network. It divides any message into series of packets that are sent from
source to destination and there it gets reassembled at the destination.

 Internet Protocol (IP): IP is designed explicitly as addressing protocol. It is mostly used with TCP. The IP
addresses in packets help in routing them through different nodes in a network until it reaches the
destination system. TCP/IP is the most popular protocol connecting the networks.

 User Datagram Protocol (UDP): UDP is a substitute communication protocol to Transmission Control
Protocol implemented primarily for creating loss-tolerating and low-latency linking between different
applications.

 Post office Protocol (POP): POP3 is designed for receiving incoming E-mails.

 Simple mail transport Protocol (SMTP): SMTP is designed to send and distribute outgoing E-Mail.

 File Transfer Protocol (FTP): FTP allows users to transfer files from one machine to another. Types of files
may include program files, multimedia files, text files, and documents, etc.

 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP): HTTP is designed for transferring a hypertext among two or more
systems. HTML tags are used for creating links. These links may be in any form like text or images.
HTTP is designed on Client-server principles which allow a client system for establishing a connection
with the server machine for making a request. The server acknowledges the request initiated by the
client and responds accordingly.

 Hyper Text Transfer Protocol Secure (HTTPS): HTTPS is abbreviated as Hyper Text Transfer Protocol
Secure is a standard protocol to secure the communication among two computers one using the
browser and other fetching data from web server. HTTP is used for transferring data between the client
browser (request) and the web server (response) in the hypertext format, same in case of HTTPS
except that the transferring of data is done in an encrypted format. So it can be said that https thwart
hackers from interpretation or modification of data throughout the transfer of packets.



SMTP and  POP3



SMTP and POP3

 SMTP is referred to as PUSH protocol, and POP3 is called a POP protocol. SMTP

sends the email from the device of the sender to the mailbox from the mail server

of the receiver. POP3 lets you retrieve and organize emails from the mailbox on

the mail server of the receiver to the computer of the receiver.



BASIS FOR COMPARISON SMTP POP3

Basic It is message transfer 

agent.

It is message access 

agent.

Full form Simple Mail Transfer 

Protocol.

Post Office Protocol 

version 3.

Implied Between sender and 

sender mail server and 

between sender mail 

server and receiver mail 

server.

Between receiver and 

receiver mail server.

work It transfers the mail from 

senders computer to 

the mail box present on 

receiver's mail server.

It allows to retrieve and 

organize mails from 

mailbox on receiver mail 

server to receiver's 

computer.









IP

 The Internet Protocol (IP) is a protocol, or set of rules, for routing and

addressing packets of data so that they can travel across networks

and arrive at the correct destination. Data traversing the Internet is

divided into smaller pieces, called packets. IP information is attached

to each packet, and this information helps routers to send packets to

the right place. Every device or domain that connects to the Internet is

assigned an IP address, and as packets are directed to the IP address

attached to them, data arrives where it is needed.

 Once the packets arrive at their destination, they are handled

differently depending on which transport protocol is used in

combination with IP. The most common transport protocols are TCP

and UDP.

https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/network-layer/what-is-a-protocol/
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/network-layer/what-is-a-packet/
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/network-layer/what-is-a-router/
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/dns/glossary/what-is-a-domain-name/
https://www.cloudflare.com/learning/dns/glossary/what-is-my-ip-address/






Modem

 A modulator-demodulator, or simply modem, is a [computer hardware]

device that converts data from a digital format into a format suitable for an

analog such as telephone or radio.

 A modem transmits data by [Modulation modulation methods or modulating

methods] one or more [carrier wave] signals to encode [digital

information],while the receiver demodulates the signal to recreate the original

digital information.

 The goal is to produce a electrical signal that can be transmitted easily and

decoded reliably.

 Modems can be used with almost any means of transmitting analog signals,

from light-emitting diodes to radio.









Networking of Computers

 A computer networking is a process of connecting two

more than two computers with the purpose to share

data, provide technical support, and to communicate

(especially for the business purpose.

 Internet is the technology that is used to connect

different computer systems (located in different

geographic location).



Computer Network Types
 A computer network is a group of computers linked to each other that enables the

computer to communicate with another computer and share their resources, data,

and applications.

 A computer network can be categorized by their size. A computer network is mainly

of four types:

 Computer Network Types

 LAN(Local Area Network)

 PAN(Personal Area Network)

 MAN(Metropolitan Area Network)

 WAN(Wide Area Network)



Diagram









Bridge

 bridge is a network device that connects multiple LANs (local area

networks) together to form a larger LAN. The process of aggregating

networks is called network bridging. A bridge connects the different

components so that they appear as parts of a single network. Bridges

operate at the data link layer of the OSI model and hence also referred as

Layer 2 switches.





Switch

 A switch has many ports, to which computers are plugged in.

 When a data frame arrives at any port of a network switch, it

examines the destination address, performs necessary checks

and sends the frame to the corresponding device(s).

 It supports unicast, multicast as well as broadcast

communications.





Router

 Routers are networking devices operating at layer 3 or a network layer of the

OSI model.

 They are responsible for receiving, analysing, and forwarding data packets

among the connected computer networks.

 When a data packet arrives, the router inspects the destination address,

consults its routing tables to decide the optimal route and then transfers the

packet along this route.











Gateway

 A gateway is a hardware device that acts as a "gate" between two networks. It may

be a router, firewall, server, or another device that enables traffic to flow in and out

of the network.

 For example, a proxy server may only allow local computers to access a list of

authorized websites .

 A gateway is a network node used in telecommunications that connects two

networks with different transmission protocols together.

 Gateways serve as an entry and exit point for a network as all data must pass

through or communicate with the gateway prior to being routed.







Computer Ports

 A Computer Port is an interface or a point of connection between the

computer and its peripheral devices. Some of the common peripherals

are mouse, keyboard, monitor or display unit, printer, speaker, flash drive

etc.

 The main function of a computer port is to act as a point of attachment,

where the cable from the peripheral can be plugged in and allows data to

flow from and to the device.





PS/2 Connector

 PS/2 connector is developed by IBM for connecting mouse and keyboard.

 It was introduced with IBM’s Personal Systems/2 series of computers and hence

the name PS/2 connector.

 PS/2 connectors are colour coded as purple for keyboard and green for

mouse.











Topologies



Bus Topology
The bus topology is designed in such a way that all the

stations are connected through a single cable known as a

backbone cable.

Each node is either connected to the backbone cable by

drop cable or directly connected to the backbone cable.

When a node wants to send a message over the network, it

puts a message over the network. All the stations available

in the network will receive the message whether it has been

addressed or not.

The backbone cable is considered as a "single

lane" through which the message is broadcast to all the

stations.



Star Topology

Star topology is an arrangement of the network

in which every node is connected to the central

hub, switch or a central computer.

The central computer is known as a server, and

the peripheral devices attached to the server

are known as clients.

Coaxial cable or RJ-45 cables are used to

connect the computers.

Hubs or Switches are mainly used as

connection devices in a physical star topology.

Star topology is the most popular topology in

network implementation.



Ring Topology
Ring topology is like a bus topology, but with

connected ends.

The node that receives the message from the

previous computer will retransmit to the next

node.

The data flows in one direction, i.e., it is

unidirectional.

The data flows in a single loop continuously

known as an endless loop.

It has no terminated ends, i.e., each node is

connected to other node and having no

termination point.

The data in a ring topology flow in a clockwise

direction.



Hybrid Topology

The combination of various different topologies is

known as Hybrid topology.

A Hybrid topology is a connection between

different links and nodes to transfer the data.

When two or more different topologies are

combined together is termed as Hybrid topology

and if similar topologies are connected with

each other will not result in Hybrid topology.

For example, if there exist a ring topology in one

branch of ICICI bank and bus topology in

another branch of ICICI bank, connecting these

two topologies will result in Hybrid topology.





Chapter 5 
Introduction to Internet



www
 The World Wide Web (WWW), commonly known as the Web, is an

information system where documents and other web resources are

identified by Uniform Resource Locators (URLs, such as

https://example.com/), which may be interlinked by hyperlinks, and

are accessible over the Internet.

 The resources of the Web are transferred via the Hypertext Transfer

Protocol (HTTP), may be accessed by users by a software application

called a web browser, and are published by a software application

called a web server.

 Web resources may be any type of downloaded media, but web
pages are hypertext documents formatted in Hypertext Mark-up

Language (HTML).

 Special HTML syntax displays embedded hyperlinks with URLs, which

permits users to navigate to other web resources. In addition to text,

web pages may contain references to images, video, audio, and
software components, which are either displayed or internally

executed in the user's web browser to render pages or streams of

multimedia content.



www



E commerce

 E-commerce (electronic commerce) is the activity of

electronically buying or selling of products on online services or over

the Internet.

 E-commerce draws on technologies such as mobile commerce,

electronic funds transfer, supply chain management, Internet

marketing, online transaction processing, electronic data interchange

(EDI), inventory management systems, and automated data

collection systems.

 Typical e-commerce transactions include the purchase of products

 E-commerce businesses may also employ some or all of the following:

 Providing or participating in online marketplaces, which process third-

party business-to-consumer (B2C) or consumer-to-consumer (C2C)

sales;

 Business-to-business (B2B) buying and selling;[4]

 Gathering and using demographic data through web contacts and

social media;



Types of Ecommerce
There are four traditional types of ecommerce, including

 B2C (Business-to-Consumer), 

 B2B (Business-to-Business), 

 C2B (Consumer-to-Business) and 

 C2C (Consumer-to-Consumer).





1. Business-to-Business (B2B)

Business-to-Business (B2B) e-commerce

encompasses all electronic

transactions of goods or services
conducted between companies.

Producers and traditional commerce

wholesalers typically operate with this

type of electronic commerce.



2. Business-to-Consumer (B2C)

The Business-to-Consumer type of e-

commerce is distinguished by the

establishment of electronic business

relationships between businesses and

final consumers.

It corresponds to the retail section of e-

commerce, where traditional retail trade

normally operates.



3. Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C)

Consumer-to-Consumer (C2C) type e-

commerce encompasses all electronic

transactions of goods or services
conducted between consumers.

Generally, these transactions are

conducted through a third party, which

provides the online platform where the

transactions are actually carried out.



4. Consumer-to-Business (C2B)

In C2B there is a complete reversal

of the traditional sense of

exchanging goods.

A large number of individuals make

their services or products available

for purchase for companies seeking

precisely these types of services or

products.



Break Time



Ans

 4+8=12x2=24; 3+6=9x2=18; 5+10=15x2=30. Therefore the answer is 30



Email
Short for electronic mail, e-mail or email is

information stored on a computer that is

exchanged between two users

over telecommunications.

E-mail is a message that may

contain text, files, images, or

other attachments sent through a network to

a specified individual or group of individuals.



 The first portion of all e-mail addresses, the part before

the @ symbol, contains the alias, user, group, or

department of a company. In our above example,

"support" is the Technical Support department at

Computer Hope.

 Next, the "@" (at sign) is a divider in the e-mail address;

it's required for all SMTP e-mail addresses since Ray

Tomlinson sent the first message.

 Finally, "computerhope.com" is the domain name of

where the user belongs. The ".com" is the TLD (top-

level domain) for our domain.



Advantages of e-mail

• Free delivery - Sending an e-mail is virtually free, outside
the cost of Internet service. There is no need to buy a postage
stamp to send a letter.

• Global delivery - E-mail can be sent to nearly anywhere
around the world, to any country.

• Instant delivery - An e-mail can be instantly sent and
received by the recipient over the Internet.

• File attachment - An e-mail can include one or more file
attachments, allowing a person to send documents, pictures,
or other files with an e-mail.

• Long-term storage - E-mails are stored electronically, which
allows for storage and archival over long periods of time.

• Environmentally friendly - Sending an e-mail does not
require paper (paperless), cardboard, or packing tape,
conserving paper resources.



Create Digital Signature

Open Gmail.

In the top right, click Settings. See all 
settings.

In the "Signature" section, add your 
signature text in the box. If you want, you 
can format your message by adding an 
image or changing the text style.

At the bottom of the page, click Save 
Changes.



URL
 URL stands for Uniform Resource Locator.

 A URL is nothing more than the address of a given

unique resource on the Web.

 In theory, each valid URL points to a unique resource.

 Such resources can be an HTML page, a CSS

document, an image, etc. In practice, there are some

exceptions, the most common being a URL pointing to

a resource that no longer exists or that has moved.

 As the resource represented by the URL and the URL

itself are handled by the Web server, it is up to the

owner of the web server to carefully manage that

resource and its associated URL.

 E.g. http://www.google.com



Web Browser 

The web browser is an application software to 

explore www (World Wide Web). 

 It provides an interface between the server and the 

client and requests to the server for web 

documents and services. 

 It works as a compiler to render HTML which is used 

to design a webpage. Whenever we search 

anything on the internet, the browser loads a web 

page written in HTML, including text, links, images, 

and other items such as style sheets and JavaScript 

functions. 

Google Chrome, Microsoft Edge, Mozilla Firefox, 

Safari are examples of web browsers.
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HTML

HTML stands for HyperText Markup Language.

 It is used to design web pages using a markup

language.

Hypertext defines the link between the web pages.

A markup language is used to define the text

document within tag which defines the structure of

web pages.

 This language is used to annotate (make notes for

the computer) text so that a machine can

understand it and manipulate text accordingly.

Most markup languages (e.g. HTML) are human-

readable.

 The language uses tags to define what

manipulation has to be done on the text.



Features of HTML:

• It is easy to learn and easy to use.

• It is platform-independent.

• Images, videos, and audio can be
added to a web page.

• Hypertext can be added to the
text.

• It is a markup language.



Advantages:

• HTML is used to build websites.

• It is supported by all browsers.

• It can be integrated with other languages like CSS,

JavaScript, etc.

Disadvantages:

• HTML can only create static web pages. For dynamic

web pages, other languages have to be used.

• A large amount of code has to be written to create a

simple web page.

• The security feature is not good.







<html>
<head>

<title>Demo Web Page</title>
</head>

<body>
<h1>Hello Diplo Guys</h1>
<p>A computer science portal for geeks</p>

</body>
</html>
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1(Mr. Beckham) + 1(Mrs. Beckham) + 6 (daughters) + 1 (brother).



FTP(File Transfer Protocol)



FTP stands for File transfer protocol.

FTP is a standard internet protocol

provided by TCP/IP used for transmitting

the files from one host to another.

It is mainly used for transferring the web

page files from their creator to the

computer that acts as a server for other

computers on the internet.

It is also used for downloading the files to

computer from other servers.



Objectives of FTP

It provides the sharing of files.

It is used to encourage the 

use of remote computers.

It transfers the data more 

reliably and efficiently.



HTTP









Chapter 6

Information Concept and Security



Definition of Data

Data can be defined as a representation of facts, 

concepts, or instructions in a formalized manner, 

which should be suitable for communication, 

interpretation, or processing by human or electronic 

machine.

Data is represented with the help of characters such 

as alphabets (A-Z, a-z), digits (0-9) or special 

characters (+,-,/,*,<,>,= etc.)



Information

Information is organized or classified data, which 

has some meaningful values for the receiver. 

Information is the processed data on which 

decisions and actions are based.

For the decision to be meaningful, the processed 

data must qualify for the following characteristics −

Timely − Information should be available when 

required.

Accuracy − Information should be accurate.

Completeness − Information should be complete.





Need of information

We need information technology in today’s world 
to establish faster communication, maintain 
electronic storage and provide protection to 
records.

 In a simple way, IT makes a system of electronic 
storage to provide protection to company’s 
records. 

Customer demands for secured maintenance files 
and all is made possible by IT.







Data security

Data security is the process of protecting 

corporate data and preventing data loss 

through unauthorized access. 

This includes protecting your data from 

attacks that can encrypt or destroy data as 

well as attacks that can modify or corrupt your 

data. 

Data security also ensures data is available to 

anyone in the organization who has access to 

it.



Types of Data Security

Access Controls

 This type of data security measures includes limiting both physical and digital
access to critical systems and data.

 This includes making sure all computers and devices are protected with
mandatory login entry, and that physical spaces can only be entered by
authorized personnel.

Authentication

 Similar to access controls, authentication refers specifically to accurately
identifying users before they have access to data. This usually includes things
like passwords, PIN numbers, security tokens, swipe cards, or biometrics.

Backups & Recovery

 Good data security means you have a plan to securely access data in the
event of system failure, disaster, data corruption, or breach. You’ll need a
backup data copy, stored on a separate format such as a physical disk, local
network, or cloud to recover if needed.



Data Masking

By using data masking software, information is hidden by
obscuring letters and numbers with proxy characters. This
effectively masks key information even if an unauthorized
party gains access to it. The data changes back to its
original form only when an authorized user receives it.

Encryption

A computer algorithm transforms text characters into an
unreadable format via encryption keys. Only authorized
users with the proper corresponding keys can unlock and
access the information. Everything from files and a
database to email communications can — and should —
be encrypted to some extent.



Computer Virus

 A computer virus[1] is a type of computer program that, when executed, replicates itself by
modifying other computer programs and inserting its own code. If this replication succeeds, the
affected areas are then said to be "infected" with a computer virus, a metaphor derived from
biological viruses.

 Computer viruses generally require a host program. The virus writes its own code into the host
program. When the program runs, the written virus program is executed first, causing infection
and damage. A computer worm does not need a host program, as it is an independent program
or code chunk. Therefore, it is not restricted by the host program, but can run independently and
actively carry out attacks.

 Virus writers use social engineering deceptions and exploit detailed knowledge of security
vulnerabilities to initially infect systems and to spread the virus. Viruses use complex anti-
detection/stealth strategies to evade antivirus software. Motives for creating viruses can include
seeking profit (e.g., with ransomware), desire to send a political message, personal amusement,
to demonstrate that a vulnerability exists in software, for sabotage and denial of service, or simply
because they wish to explore cybersecurity issues, artificial life and evolutionary algorithms.







Anti-virus

 Antivirus software (abbreviated to AV software), also known as anti-malware, is
a computer program used to prevent, detect, and remove malware.

 Antivirus software was originally developed to detect and remove computer
viruses, hence the name. However, with the proliferation of other malware,
antivirus software started to protect from other computer threats. In particular,
modern antivirus software can protect users from malicious browser helper
objects (BHOs), browser hijackers, ransomware, keyloggers, backdoors, rootkits,
trojan horses, worms, malicious LSPs, diallers, fraud tools, adware, and
spyware.[1] Some products also include protection from other computer
threats, such as infected and malicious URLs, spam, scam and phishing attacks,
online identity (privacy), online banking attacks, social engineering techniques,
advanced persistent threat (APT), and botnet DDoS attacks.



List of Anti viruses




